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Denying history is risky because it messes up

how we all understand what happened before. If

we don't face the truth about the past, we might

make the same mistakes again and again. 

+ Knowing and learning from history helps us be

fairer and make better choices for the future.

1. INTRODUCTION



1. INTRODUCTION

How do we fight it?

Empower other voices. Failure is part of how

we learn to succeed, pick yourself up and try

again

Use the internet.The information IS out there,

you just need to find it. 

Who benefits from the lies? If something  

seems too good to be true, or something that

has the potential of being hurtful to some

people, think about who would benefit from

this disinformation being spread. 

Call people in, not out. When humans are

called out for being misinformed, they tend to

close off and be resistant to learn. Instead

invite them into the conversation and offer to

educate them.

Use critical thinking. Humans tend to opt for

what will make them most comfortable. That

makes it difficult to be critical of things that

aligns well with our view of the world around

us. 

You are not alone in this world. Learning about

others perspective is crutial for humans to

come together.



The humans needs our help! They are flooded with

disinformation and can not separate it from the truth. 

Humans are so helpless and can’t see the truth

Trolls are ruining our perfect world and making humans  

put money into their shady business. 

If the humans can learn to be critical, they will take more

care of them selves and the world.

The money could go into food, candy, nature and parties. 

2. WHY WE SHOULD FIGHT DISINFORMATION 



The situation is critical! Many conflicts and discrimination is caused by

some humans denying passed events, rewriting history or simply

fabricating lies.

We need to:

Find and correct the disinformation made by Trolls

Teach humans to recognize disinformation themselves 

Educate young humans to be critical of sources

+ Humans understanding for each other can spred happiness and color to

the world! Imagine the food nature and parties!

3. GOAL & TARGETS



Empower and listen to other voices. Failure is

part of how we learn. It’s nothing to be

ashamed of: you pick yourself up and try again

Use the internet.The information IS out there,

you just need to find it. 

Find out who benefits from the lies. Whenever

you come across something that is hurtful to

some people, think about who benefits from

this disinformation being spread. People

already in power? The goverment? A religious

organisation? You?  

HOW DO WE FIGHT IT? 
Call people in, not out. When humans are called out

for being misinformed, they tend to close off and be

resistant to learn something new. Instead invite them

into the conversation and offer to educate them in a

kind, judgement free way. 

Use critical thinking. Humans tend to opt for what will

make them most comfortable. That makes it difficult

to be critical of things that aligns well with their view

ourselves and the world around them. Listening and

learning about others perspective is crutial for

humans to come together.



The best fairies team players contributing with the best ideas will get:
      to choose what to use the money for (when humans don’t waist them on Trolls) 
      will become FantasticFaires + a party for everyone!
      a trip to the most beautiful place on earth 
      to laugh at the Trolls when they fail 

Which one of these caught your attention?

Don't leave the humans to be the victims!
Don’t let the Trolls take our party-money!  
We must fight back - NOW!

4. MOTIVATION



Target group: Young humans 15 - 25 y.o.

Our mission: To empower with well researched facts and

teach them several critical thinking-technics

Channels: History books and social media 

Tools: Canva, Wikipedia, Chat GPT, Open AI 

Common task: Find and analyze Trolls’ hidden disinformation

and show the humans the truth

5. TODAY’S PLAN



STEP THREE

Create content with a true
narrative that wi l l :  

counteract the Trol ls ’
work
spread awareness on
the topic

6. INSTRUCTIONS

STEP ONE 

In your groups choose a task
Analyse disinformation with:

Traffic light-method
CRAAP-test

STEP TWO

Brainstorm in your group the
ways to show humans that this
piece of disinformation is false 



THE END FOR TODAY

LET'S HELP HUMANS, LET’S STOP TROLLS!  

Each team will present the results of their

work at the end of the workday.

LET'S GET TO WORK, FELLOW FAIRIES!


